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All about temperature in the house
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All about humidity in the home
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All about indoor air quality
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About Duux
The story behind our brand
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Customer service
What can we help you with?
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Smart Home
Take full control of your indoor climate
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Blog
New products, helpful tips and more!
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Savings Program
All about the Duux savings program
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Store locator
Find your nearest retailer
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Business / B2B
Clean and healthy air at your work environment 
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404 error


Unfortunately, the page you were looking for does not exist (anymore). If the problem occurs more often, please contact us.


To home
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Bestsellers and new products


	


Rating 4.96 out of 5
							27 reviews
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Whisper
Fans

€129,99


	

Sold out
Rating 4.63 out of 5
							8 reviews
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Sphere
Air purifiers

€59,99


	
New duux appinfo

New Duux appinfo

New Duux appinfo

New Duux appinfo

Rating 4.65 out of 5
							31 reviews
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Whisper Flex Smart
Smart

€169,99








Read our blog


Read more about the latest news such as new products, useful tips and more!
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Ready to wake up feeling refreshed? Experience the
[image: Ready to wake up feeling refreshed? Experience the difference with our Whisper-quiet fans 🤫. Night mode? On.#worldsleepday]
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This one's for the ladies! 😉
Happy Internatio
[image: This one's for the ladies! 😉Happy International Women's Day to those that bring warmth into our homes every day ❤️🔥. Would you like a little help with that every now and then? Our newest heater Edge  Oil is ready to embrace you with long-lasting warmth 🤗.]
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Is your favorite humidifier due for a big spring 
            [image: Is your favorite humidifier due for a big spring cleaning? 🌸 Let us show you how it's done 👇1) Turn your humidifier off and unplug it2) Got some water left in the tank? Time to treat your green buddy! 🌱3) Let's fill it up - add a mixture of 50% vinegar and 50% lukewarm water to your humidifier. Make sure you don't fill above the opening of the air outlet4) Let it soak for 20 minutes...5) Empty the tank, rinse with lukewarm water and remove any stubborn dirt6) Change up your filter (if necessary)7) Ready, set, blow!]
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Looking to find your perfect heater from our cozy 


	                    [image: Looking to find your perfect heater from our cozy clan? 🔥 Let us guide you with a simple swipe left 👉.]
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WIN 2x Threesixty 2 Smart heater (worth €199) 
            [image: WIN 2x Threesixty 2 Smart heater (worth €199) in your color of choice! ❤️🔥Love is in the air at Duux 💭 - and so we sent our Cheerful Cupids to the City of Love to color the streets a romantic red 💋. Packed with lots of heartwarming surprises, we wandered through town spreading l'amour 🫶. Now it's time to shower you and your cheri(e) with some extra love to Cosy up your Valentine's Day! 🏹Here's how to enter:❤️ Follow @duux (we're checking 👀)❤️ Like this post❤️ Tag someone that could use a touch of warmth this Valentine's Day to win together 👇Want to double your chances? Spread the love by saving this post and sharing it to your story 📱 (don't forget to tag @duux).The two lucky winners will be announced on Thursday February 22nd. Bonne chance, loves! 😉]
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Dreading the cold when stepping out of that steamy
[image: Dreading the cold when stepping out of that steamy shower on icy mornings? 🥶 Say hello to Edge - your new bathroom buddy! With it's IP24 rating, Edge makes those feared shower exits feel like a warm hug 🧖♀️. Because we believe your post-shower routine should be refreshing, not freezing! 🔥]
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Dry January? 🍸 Not under our roof! We're all 
            [image: Dry January? 🍸 Not under our roof! We're all about pouring generously to get through these cold winter months 💧. Simply fill, switch on and enjoy perfect humidity every time! 👏🔎 Neo Smart humidifier in Greige]
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[image: 🔒 Giveaway closed 🔒GIVEAWAY | Hello 2024! 🎆 Still feeling the rhythm of last night's festivities 🥂 or were you already breaking a sweat at the crack of dawn? 💪 Let's dive into the New Year on a healthy note. Have you ever thought of enhancing your home's healthiness?We're giving away a Duux product of choice to elevate your indoor environment! Here's how to participate:1️⃣ Follow @duux (we'll be checking ✔️)2️⃣ Like this post3️⃣ Share your product of choice in the comments and tag a friend to inspire their resolutions 😉Want to double your chances? Share this post in your story (don't forget to tag us @duux).The giveaway runs until Monday 15/01. The winner will be announced during the week of 15/01. Good luck! 🍀]
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Company data
Duux BV

Veghelsedijk 2f

5406 TE Uden

The Netherlands
Whatsapp: +31 085 087 63 55

E-mail: [email protected]
CoC: 72814179

VAT: NL859246140B01
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Webshop by Gravity Media
© 2024 Duux BV. all rights reserved - All prices include VATGeneral terms of businessPrivacy statementDisclaimer



  We use cookies to ensure that our site runs as smoothly as possible. Read our privacy statement for more information.
Cookie SettingsAccept cookies


Manage consent



Close
Privacy statement
This website uses cookies to enhance your experience as you navigate the site. Of these, cookies categorised as necessary are stored in your browser as they are essential for the operation of the basic functionalities of the website. We also use third party cookies to help us analyse and understand how you use this website. These cookies are only stored in your browser with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. However, if you opt out of some of these cookies, it may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always switched on

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential in order for the website to function properly. These cookies anonymously provide basic functionality and security features of the website.





Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help perform certain functionalities, such as sharing website content on social media platforms, collecting feedback and other third-party functions.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyse the key performance indices of the website, helping to provide a better user experience for visitors.





Analytical							

Analytical


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help to provide information about the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertising cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across different websites and collect information to provide customised advertisements.





Otherwise							

Otherwise


Other non-categorised cookies are cookies which are analysed and have not yet been categorised.








SAVE &AMP; ACCEPT
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Welcome to 
  My Rewards

Become a Member
Join our loyalty program to unlock exclusive perks and rewards.

Join Now	Already have an account?
	Sign in
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Review Product
Watch and earn 250 Duux Credits!
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My Duux Credits                     

   Shopping basket

Your shopping cart is empty.

Spend more €20,00 for free shipping
Subtotal
€0,00

Checkout




  





                                 